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PRIVATE.MGX

Every year, we launch a new .MGX collection, to display the varying facets of 
the technology by themes. “.MGX Rapid Manufacturing” 2004 told the story of 
how the additive fabrication technology yields end user products. “Form Follows 
f(x)unction” 2005 detailed the changes occurring in design processes to make 
them compatible with the mathematical tools of 3d design through digital 
computation. “Customize” (‘customize your interior goods’) 2006 presented 
the theme of customisation and our services for modification, consultation and 
collaboration.

Now, for our fourth collection, I have asked our designers to reflect on the 
theme of “Private”. This theme aims to illustrate what it takes to create a 
curational design together, a menu of ideas and understanding of how our 
engagement with products can be enhanced by means of rapid manufacturing 
(additive fabrication) and digitisation.

Why now?
At the verge of the new information era, a certain part of individuality is lost as 
a result of global mass manufacturing. In response to the massive production 
of objects, the consumer will search for the ability to profile his or her own 
identity and to design what is called “the myself”.

What is private?
Many have asked me to define what I meant by “Private” and my reply has 
been that each designer must answer this for himself, or it would nullify the 
meaning of the word. The purpose of our new collection, apart from present-
ing unusual creations made by a very special group of designers, is especially 
to animate your own inspiration by showing a menu of various possibilities that 
allow individual choice and thereby to create the opportunity for what I would 
term ‘Massclusivity’.

Naomi Kaempfer , Managing Art Director .MGX



.MGX BY MATERIALISE

.MGX by Materialise combines art and technology by using Rapid Manufacturing to 
produce this series of exceptional Design goods. Our exclusive products are created 
through 3d printing, prototyping techniques - stereolithography and selective laser 
sintering - that offer almost unlimited freedom of design. Our aim is to unleash a 
new era of mass customised design . Our 15y experience with RP technology and 
software enables us to meet the customer’s wildest dreams for mass-customised 
consumer products. With today’s high-performance computed 3D softwares , sys-
tems and the increasing usage of unlimited e-communication we can undoubtedly fulfil 
our end user’s design and manufacture requirements. 

.MGX operates both as a Service bureau and a Brand Collection, We provide solu-
tions for other manufacturers, by producing individualized series of products for the 
design, art, fashion, interior, cosmetics and NSA architecture market.

MAGICS
The Materialise software guides designers through their product development 
process. The CAD file of the design should first be transformed into a STL-
file to make the use of rapid prototyping techniques accessible. Magics, our 
indoor developed software, turns the original file into an STL-file and offers a 
whole range of functions to correct any mistakes that may be created during 
the conversion. To assist with the preparation of files for the rapid prototyping 
process, Magics uses very advanced and automated functions. Magics is an 
indispensable software tool that helps to achieve high-quality rapid-prototyping 
objects.



*.MGX
You might be wondering why Materialise products are named with the *.mgx 
extension ? *.mgx is the file extension for Magics software. Each product 
produced by Materialise is represented by an *.mgx file which is added to the 
product on a CD Rom. One can reproduce a design by sending the product’s 
*.mgx file to Materialise. Perhaps it will not be in the far future when data will 
be used to replace 3D objects. For example, it might be possible to download 
products from the web in the same manner as mp3s are being downloaded 
today.

PRODUCT DEPARTMENT
There has been much activity at Materialise during the summer season of 
2003, in particular in our Design branch that is launching 3-dimensional 
printed lamps on the market. This brand new department has undergone a 
great deal of changes. The Art Director now in charge is Naomi Kaempfer, MA, 
Design Academy 3III masters department (industrial interior identity). Together 
with her, Materialise is ready for this new design adventure and burning with 
enthusiasm to bring our lamps and ideas out into the open.

Email: made@materialise.com 
Tel.: +32 16 39 66 11





Designed by Luc Merx
Technique: SLS
Material: Polyamide
Colour: white

Dimensions: 606 x 630 x 273 mm

DAMNED. MGX



The Fall Of The Damned Lampshade

The lampshade appears as a hovering mass of ornaments, opulent and bom-
bastic. When looked at from closer by it dissolves into single bodies, which are 
twisted in fear and seem to be frozen in falling.
Their rhythmic order becomes slightly perplexing and finally renders the bodies 
an ornament. Softly, like the fleshy parts of the bodies, legs and stomachs are 
reflecting the light. Because of the shadows the bodies cast on themselves, only 
parts of them appear in the foreground. Only Fragments of the lit inner part of 
the lamp are distinguishable. The aspects of the lit core are changing strongly 
whenever the observer changes his position. These movements of the observer 
transform the stiff bodies into dynamic objects.
The association with the fall of the damned, a metaphor for guilt and punish-
ment gives the lamp a certain amount of ambivalence: is it a moralistic mes-
sage, an act of formalism or both?

The Damned Lampshade is one of the works in which Gagat international 
reactivates historic imagery as a reference for their designs. The design of 
this lamp undermines several taboos imposed on design in the 20th century: 
it is figurative, ornamental, and narrative. The new questions about the pos-
sibilities of forms posed by this originate in a new understanding of technology. 
Technology no longer generates the forces, which determine the design of 
goods, but it enables an incredible range of possibilities and thus creates a 
new freedom of form.

Our answer to this new freedom is not the voluntary self-restriction usually 
applied in modern design. Instead we choose to roam freely in the myriads of 
possibilities given to us. Seen in this way design reflects the situation of the 
designer himself.

Rococorelevance

Rococorelevance is a research project, which deals with the parallels between 
contemporary tendencies in architectural design and those of the 18th century. 
With Rococorelevance we are trying to develop history in a new manner and 
use it as an architectural reference. The project rejects the naïve faith in the 
progress of the avantgarde, but also disapproves of retro-tendencies.
Rococorelevance criticises the market conformity, which is hidden behind the 
simplified and superficial quoting from architecture of the past.
The projects are a result of various cooperations between Gagat interna-
tional, TU Kaiserslautern, Stefan Rinnebach, Torsten Bodschwinna, Holmer 
Schleyerbach, the architecture critic Christian Holl, and others.
Rococorelevance has been initiated by Luc Merx, who also designed The 
Damned Lampshade.

Text: Chistian Holl + Luc Merx

Design Damned Lampshade: Gagat international, Luc Merx



Gagat International — Luc Merx

Dutch architect Luc Merx’s lampshade is an algorithmic mass of writhing nudes that recalls 
the classical motif of the fall of the damned. He imagines the lamp hanging above a dining 
table, the shock of the frozen, terrified bodies disturbing diners with age-old questions of 
guilt and morality, issues usually kept behind closed doors. By producing the piece with 
Materialise’s technology, Merx also has another historical reference in mind: “The lamp is 
a masterpiece of virtuosity, similar to that of 18th-century ivory furniture,” he says. “But the 
difference is that this is not the result of our virtuosity, but that of a computer.”





DETAIL.MGX

Designed by Dan Yeffet
Technique: SLS
Material: Polyamide
Colour: white

Dimensions: 240 x 240 x 234mm





FORBIDDEN_FRUIT.MGX

Designed by Dan Yeffet with association of Karen Rosenkranz
Technique: SLA
Material: Epoxy
Colour: bordeaux, grass green, Havana brown, black

Dimensions: 395 x 271 x 50 mm



Detail.MGX
Dan Yeffet, his idea for a lampshade with the unmistakable pattern of 
a fingerprint, something that, when shared, is closely associated with 
the loss of privacy—in this case the designer’s own. He stretched his 
print around a sphere, its unique swirls becoming channels through 
which light would shine. Yeffet says he prefers to call rapid prototyp-
ing “rapid manufacturing,” a distinction that helps explain his fascina-
tion with MGX’s technology. “This morphology can’t be recreated by 
any other technique if we want to manipulate it into a product, rather 
than an art object,” he says.



Dan Yeffet — JellyLab

Dan was born in 1971 in Jerusalem.  He started his studies at Bezalel Academy – the school 
of art and design in Jerusalem and then moved to the Netherlands to continue his studies at 
the Gerrit Rietveld Academy in Amsterdam where he graduated in 2002 with a BA in indus-
trial/product design. After his graduation, he worked as a freelance for a year at various design 
and architecture offices in the Netherlands until he set up JellyLab, his own design studio and 
platform in Amsterdam.  In 2005 Dan moved his studio to Paris were he is currently based.

Dan’s work is diverse and spans a variety of design projects from space through furniture and 
light to concepts and product development.  The project JellyLab is presently involved in, include 
textile and art orientated projects.

When asked to define his work, Dan answers: “definitions are our limits, I would like to consider 
myself as an explorer and adventurer”.





SILVER_HONEY.MGX

Designed by Arik Levy
Technique: SLS
Material: Alumide
Colour: Aluminium matt

Dimensions: 73 x 274 x 274 mm





SILVER_SHAMAN. MGX

Designed by Arik Levy
Technique: SLS
Material: Alumide
Colour: Aluminium matt

Dimensions: type A: 48 x 25 x 25 mm
type B: 52 x 30 x 15 mm
type C: 37 x 27 x 18 mm
type D: 37 x 27 x 14 mm



Silver_Honey.MGX

Designed by ARIK LEVY, made by Stereolithography, is inspired by the 
honeycomb. With its hexagon shapes, it gives the sensation of a bio-
logical material, alive in movement. It resembles a digital snapshot of 
a flowing, flexible fabric-like material, paused in its moving position.

Silver_Shaman.MGX

The ‘Shaman’ Jewellery object is inspired by multiple worlds and 
spaces. it is made into one skin, an inside and outside, it is born into 
liquid like a baby in a womb. ‘Shaman’ is a vessel where one can place 
small physical, emotional and spiritual mementoes. carry your micro 
universe around the neck.



Ldesign — Arik Levy

Arik Levy was born in Tel-Aviv. 1991 graduates with distinction in Industrial Design from Art 
Center Europe in Switzerland. Soon after Arik took part in prospective design project and par-
ticipated in design exhibitions in Japan. Upon returning to Europe, Arik introduced his ideas and 
innovative concepts as well as installations.

Arik Levy is the Creative Director and Partner of LDesign in Paris. He participated in many 
exhibitions and manifestations in museums, alternative spaces, galleries and fairs where his 
concepts, design pieces and art work are presented. Arik works both as a scientist and a poet. 
His well-established repertoire of innovation, simplicity and experimentation permits him to cre-
ate novelties and translate concepts into experience both in the art and the design world. Arik 
is known for his many awards, outstanding design museum acquisitions and his professional 
designs for clients like Vitra, Visplay, Ligne Roset,  Desalto, ic_berlin, Balleri Italia, Gaia &Gino, 
Cinna, Dietiker, Magis, Seralunga, David design, Ansorg, Belux, La Fayette, Loréal, Lampert.





ESPECIALLY_FOR_YOU.MGX

Designed by Amanda Levete
Technique: SLS chromed
Material: polyamide & chrome
Colour: chrome

Dimensions: 299 x 233 x 87 mm





Future Systems — Amanda Levete

That architect Amanda Levete’s chromed bowl resembles a piece of mangled scrap metal—or per-
haps a necklace one would find in the MoMA store—is part of its intrigue: The private, handwritten 
message “this is designed especially by me for you with love” has been expanded into a 3-D form 
that hides its meaning from everyone but its owner. Levete offered the design to Materialise MGX 
because the complex twists of each letter and the gaps they create would otherwise be murderous 
to realize, even by hand. “Especially For You is completely freeform, without any geometric logic,” 
Levete says. She ups the thematic ante by proposing the bowl be put to very private use as a bed-
side condom holder.





MYLIGHT. MGX

Designed by Lars Spuybroek
Technique: SLS
Material: Polyamide
Colour: white

Dimensions: 24 different models
average size: 200 x 160 x 300 mm



We can now ‘print’ an object directly from 
digital information – molds will just disap-
pear. People have no idea yet what an 
incredible change in technology that is. And 
what that means for design. All design will 
become meta-design: objects can now be a 
range-of-objects like in a family or a species. 
Like zebra or oaks, or strawberries, or of 
course, people: not one is the same, but 
they are similar enough to be recognised. 
We designed the object in such a way that 
the differences would be easily readable, 
without making them too different. They can 
be big on top, big in the middle, or big below. 
They can have many holes or just a few. But 
they will always be private, each lamp you 
buy is different from the other, it’s unique.

“We should breed objects like we breed rabbits”



NOX — Lars Spuybroek

Lars Spuybroek is the principal of NOX, an art & architecture studio in Rotterdam. Since the early 
nineties he has been researching the relationship between art, architecture and computing not only 
by building but also by writing, speaking and teaching. He received international recognition after 
building the Water Pavilion (HtwoOexpo) in 1997, the first building in the world fully incorporating 
new media. In 2004 NOX finished the D-Tower, the Son-O-house and a cluster of cultural buildings 
in Lille, France (Maison Folies). In the same year Thames & Hudson published his 400-page mono-
graph, NOX: Machining Architecture. 

Lars Spuybroek has won several prizes and has exhibited all over the world, among them presenta-
tions at several Venice Biennales, the Centre Pompidou in Paris, the Victoria & Albert in London 
and the Guggenheim Bilbao. He is a Professor and the Ventulett Distinguished Chair in Architectural 
Design at the Georgia Institute of Technology in Atlanta.





AI.MGX

Designed by Assa Ashuach
Technique: SLS
Material: Polyamide
Colour: white

Dimensions: 350x341x401mm



AI Stool / Virtual softness

The AI stool is the first to be designed using a combination of 3D 
tools and artificial intelligence. Produced by laser sintering the chair 
consists of a cosmetic skin and intelligent Soft and hard structures. 
Like the biological structure and mechanism of bone, the artificial 
intelligence software knows where to create sufficient support. 

AI stool is an intelligent product that growing in free space with an 
artificial intelligence ‘DNA’ code. This code contains all the informa-
tion required to ensure that the object will transform perfectly from a 
virtual design into a 3D object that achieves the optimum strength or 
intelligent softness whilst maintaining the desired visual aesthetic.

The AI Stool designed to carry a load of 120kg on a sitting surface 
at a height of 40cm. The challenge was to design a form with the 
minimum volume required for a seat and then instruct the AI software 
to calculate the required support. 
The AI stool top layer designed to be soft and cushiony.  How can soft-
ness be simulated in the virtual environment? One of the great suc-
cesses of this project was to generate and analyse virtual softness.

The final AI Stool met all of the mechanical requirements while only 
using 1/3 of the anticipated material.
This project importance is not only in the actual results, but also at 
the research and development of new intelligent materials, design 
aesthetics and production methods. 

With special thanks to Dr. Siavash Mahdavi of Complex Matters for his significant 
contribution to the project. Further thanks to EOS, Metropolitan Works, Autodesk and 
Materialise.MGX for their support 

“More than ever, the pace of technologi-
cal progress is increasing exponentially and 
the evolution we can expect in the next two 
years, is likely to be no less significant than 
the progress seen in the last ten years”



Assa Ashuach

Assa Ashuach was born in Israel in 1969. He studied a BA in product design at the Bezalel 
Academy of Art and Design.Just after graduating, he opened a design studio that dealt 
mainly with design in cooperation with architects. One of the studio’s major projects was 
the Football stadium VIP lounge at Bloomfield Tel Aviv.
In 2001, he moved to London where he continued to work on his studio’s projects while 
completing a MA at the Royal College of Art and Design. He graduated in 2003 and 
received the RCA Society and Thames & Hudson Art Book Award for 2003.

His studio focuses today on three main tracks: product design, collaboration with architects 
and self-production. Assa also teaches 3D design using digital tools and machinery. He 
exhibited at different galleries and museums and was invited to Japan by IDEE to show at 
the Esplanade Spiral Building in Tokyo. Some of his work was bought by The Contemporary 
Art Society for The Special Collection Scheme in London 2004.





DOWNLOAD. MGX

Designed by Ross Lovegrove
Technique: Objet, SLS
Material: Alumide, HA resin
Colour: aluminium matt

Dimensions: 130 x 12 x 12 mm



Download.MGX

Ross Lovegrove describes his sinuous Download pen as a “state-of-
the-art” digitized form molded from the negative space of his own 
hand, although the veiny shell looks more like what you’d find if you 
dissected that body part.

Lovegrove, like Yeffet, defines privacy in terms of how much of his 
personal anatomy he’s willing to put on offer. The pen is also a vehicle 
to promote one of his pet theories, which he calls “Netification.” “I 
created the term to describe the lightening of structures, made pos-
sible only by rapid-prototyping,” he explains. “MGX is at the forefront 
of pushing this type of manufacturing and making it accessible to the 
emerging generation of design industrialists.”



Ross Lovegrove

Ross Lovegrove was born in 1958 in Wales and completed his master of design at Royal College 
of Art, London in 1983. In the early 80’s he worked as a designer for Frog Design in West 
Germany on projects such as walkmans for Sony, computers for Apple Computers. Later he 
moved to Paris as a consultant to Knoll International. He was invited to join the Atelier de Nimes 
along with Jean Nouvel and Phillipe Stark. Returning to London in 1988 he has completed proj-
ects for many furniture, industrial, and product manufacturers. He is the winner of numerous 
international awards and his work has been internationally published and exhibited.

In 1990, he set up his own design office in London, Studio X. Lovegrove has a unique ability to 
seduce the consumer with appealing fluid shapes, persuasive technology, rich color and beautiful 
materials. He is inspired by forms of the natural world, the possibilities of new manufacturing 
techniques and the ability to evoke an emotional response in users. Lovegrove’s humanistic 
approach and organic sensibility have set a direction for design in the next century.





GYROID.MGX

Designed by Bathsheba Grossman
Technique: SLS
Material: Polyamide
Colour: white

Dimensions: 142 x 140 x 140 mm





QUIN. MGX

Designed by Bathsheba Grossman
Technique: SLS
Material: Polyamide
Colour: white

Dimensions: table model: 148 x 145 x 130 mm



Quin.MGX

This sculpture marks the end of a series that has spanned my sculp-
tural life to date, beginning with the four-sided tetrahedron and pro-
gressing through the five Platonic solids to the last and most mystical 
of them, the twelve-sided dodecahedron. In the first four shapes Plato 
saw the elements that make up the material world, but in this fifth 
he saw the nature and wholeness of the entire universe, the spiritual 
quintessence. This light-sculpture is a household embodiment of that 
unity: the Quintrino.

Onto the basic form of the dodecahedron — for those who enjoy 
games with exotic dice, it is a 12-sided die -- I’ve sculpted a topology 
that plays at every point with the transition between inner and outer 
space.  The eye is led into the sculpture along many swooping paths, 
leading from triangles to pentagons and back again.

The lamplight also follows those paths. The light, white material is 
itself translucent, and here it’s made more translucent by a myriad 
of perforations. But in a more global way, the geometric facets of 
the original solid are unloosed from each other, and are now free 

to rotate in space, opening out their boundaries into curves that fly 
past each other. This lets the turning surfaces override each other 
interestingly, like waves on water, while keeping the sculpture open 
into space in all directions. But what is most beautiful to me about 
Quintrino is the anti-light, the way the surfaces shadow each other. 
It creates a continuum of differently shaded areas casting smooth 
gradations of light in a spherical matrix that is punctuated by small 
pure beams.

Mathematically, this object adds complexity to the original dodecahe-
dron by bringing in a rotation, so that the object becomes different 
from its mirror reflection. It’s a symmetry that is rarely seen; in fact 
I’m unable to point to another example of any man-made or natural 
object which has it. This sculpture is like a seedpod or flower in some 
other world, where the formal, static symmetry of reflection has a 
looser grip than this one.

The Quin.MGX design embodies the fifth and final platonic solid in 
which Plato saw the nature and wholeness of the entire universe, the 
spiritual quintessence.



Bathsheba Grossman

Bathsheba Grossman was born in 1966 in a small town in the northeast US. She began 
by getting a degree in mathematics from Yale (1988), then changed course to get an art 
degree at the University of Pennsylvania (1993). She studied sculptural principles and met-
alworking with Erwin Hauer and Robert Engman, mathematical sculptors who were both 
trained by Josef Albers. 
After several years’ experience making bronze sculpture by traditional methods, she 
switched in 1998 to CAD/CAM and began designing sculpture digitally for production by 
3D printing. Since then she has been making sculpture using many technologies includ-
ing lost-wax casting, electroforming, stereolithography, ZCorp printing, and most recently 
Prometal direct steel printing; along the way he also started Protoshape, a 3D printing 
service bureau. She also designs artwork for subsurface laser etching in glass, and in that 
medium he has created a line of scientific images based in astronomy, molecular biology 
and mathematics, and a service for imaging protein structures that is used by most major 
pharmaceutical companies and many research centers. Most recently she designed a 
museum exhibit for the University of Syracuse, in the form of a laser-etched model of the 
Milky Way Galaxy, opening December 2004.





CON_SEQUENCE.MGX

Designed by One & Co.
Technique: SLS
Material: Polyamide
Colour: white

Dimensions: 177 x 184 x 269 mm





SEQUENCE.MGX

Designed by One & Co.
Technique: SLS
Material: Polyamide
Colour: white

Dimensions: 393 x 263 x 39 mm



Sequence – Chain Bowl 

The Sequence chain bowl is half functional object and half sculpture. 
Its quiet but rigid outside geometry is juxtaposed to its flexible center 
structure. The small footprint of flexible elements allows only one 
or a few objects to reside on making the bowl an object of utmost 
privacy. With Sequence we are combining traditional molded aesthet-
ics (solid wall construction) with the intricacies of 3D printing. The 
intersection of two generations of manufacturing processes result in 
an unprecedented part: A surface that translates from solid to loose 
chain mail. There is a sort of sequential poetry when each small 
chain link manages to free itself from the solid for a brief moment of 
individuality and freedom just before being reabsorbed into that same 
faceless mass.

Con-Sequence – Chain Lamp

The light emitted by the Con-Sequence lamp gradually increases in 
intensity as it approaches the table surface, generating a grounded 
glow that is both intriguing and intimate. The beauty of the object 
stems from its gradually developing chain pattern and the resultant 
cast light.
Like with the Sequence bowl, these unique transitions, from geometri-
cal to organic and from solid to intertwined, that define this lamp.
The Con-Sequence lamp takes the solid to chain link idea to another 
level whereby the flexible links are no longer contained within a solid 
frame. As a consequence they are exposed and become the center of 
attention as they taper down and grow out-wards, gracefully resting 
on the table surface.

Claude Zellweger on design:
“We see the role of designer as that of creating for people’s known and unknown needs. Designers must anticipate the new and increasingly sophisticated fictional 
architecture of our desires. By making the complex simple and likeable, the designer is able to provide relief from tension.”
on MGX:
“When we bring poetry into a new manufacturing process we get reminded of our role as designers: Always searching for opportunities to tell our stories in a 
different fashion; hoping to offer a new point of view on aspects of the human condition.”



One & Co.

One & Co is an award winning, San Francisco based design studio that works within a broad 
range of industries, including technology, sporting goods, fashion, lifestyle, house wares and 
furniture. One & Co is driven by an informed intuition that combines business and creativity, 
art and science, intelligence and beauty.

Led by principals Jonah Becker, Claude Zellweger, and Scott Croyle, One & Co has assembled 
an international team of talented designers and engineers who have a passion for design and 
an eye for detail. One & Co is committed to creating meaningful and memorable products and 
concepts as well as building strong brand relationships.

One & Co has experience developing programs across a broad range of industries – from 
science and technology to sporting goods and fashion. These skills enable One & Co to bring 
a fresh perspective to client challenges. One & Co creates products that are innovative and 
memorable.





COOKIE.MGX

Designed by Maximal Design
Technique: SLA
Material: Epoxy
Colour: Havana brown

Dimensions: 1490x 260 x 113 mm (shade only: 260 x 113 x 233 mm)



“Timeless is more.”

Cookie.MGX

“The Fortune Cookie is a thin, crisp cookie baked around a piece of 
paper with words of faux wisdom or vague prophecy, usually served 
with Chinese food as a dessert. The message inside may also include 
a list of lucky numbers (used by some as lottery numbers) and a 
Chinese phrase with translation. Despite the conventional wisdom, 
they were actually invented in California, USA, not China.” (Wikipedia)

The .MGX fortune cookie is based on this tradition. It has an intruige-
ing and inspring shape, but the fortune only shows when the light is 
turned on. It is projected onto the nearest surface and will brighten 
up your life...

WHAT IS PRIVATE ?
Maxime Szyf (MAXIMALdesign)

The aura and dimension of privacy is ever decreasing...
From the surroundings of your space in the world (your garden, your 
house, your family...) 
Through the increase of technology (holiday destinations, paparazzi, 
google earth, communication technologies,...) 
Your privacy is limited to that of your own head (brain, thoughts, feel-
ings, wishes, desires, fantasies,...)

Enjoy while you can (before a chip is implanted) or share your world.



Maximal Design 

MAXIMALdesign is a multi-disciplinary design agency (consisting of Maxime Szyf, Gert Verschueren, Annelies Geukens, Lieven Adriaenssen, 
and Julie Englebert) based in Antwerp, Belgium, that assists companies and brands to connect with people by creating impactful products & 
compelling experiences that build your brand. We believe that the total customer experience - products, services, environments and commu-
nications - connects on an emotional level, keeping customers satisfied and feeling well-served, as well as loyal. 

We are a creative team of designers and strategists with over 15 years of experience in building brands, industrial design and product de-
velopment. We see it as our challenge to bridge the gap between business needs, emotional desires of consumers and technical factors, in 
order to create value for both customers and our clients.




